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Respected Sir,

The   recent   Corona   Virus    Disease  of   2019    (COVID19)
pandemic  is   becoming   an  increasing   threat.  The  need  for
airway   management   is   rising,   be   it   an  emergency  or  for
an  elective  surgery. The  Difficult Airway (DA) management in
COVID19  patients  brings up an enormous amount of stress to
the  anaesthetist. They will have to secure   ammed airways, with
so    many   odds   before  them  like  fogging   of  the  protective
glasses  occluding  a  clear  vision, and  a  heavy  PPE preventing
free  movements  of  the hands  for  intubation. It  might sound
easier,   employing    minimal    members   for   any   emergency  
procedures involving COVID19 patient care, but practically not
possible. In  DA  not permitting routine  laryngoscopy, alternate

This demands  the  higher  modalities  of  assisting and  securing
airway   like   Fibreoptic   bronchoscopy   guided    nasal  or  oral
intubation.    American   Society   of   Anaesthesiologists   (ASA)
guidelines recommend the usage of  FOI only when unavoidable 
circumstances arise. But in many small setups it
arrange a fibreoptic scope. There  are case reports  regarding  the
usage of  Fibreoptic  Intubation (FOI) in COVID19 patients 

during  the   procedure,  with  mild  procedural  sedation  before
beginning General Anaesthesia. Local anaesthetics (LA) are used
for anaesthetizing the airway by means of spraying, atomising, or 

the  patients  with  LA,  tends  to  spread  the organism  more by 
aerosols. In contrast, some studies hypothesized the effectiveness
of nebulized lignocaine in  preventing  cytokine storm associated

atomising or nebulizing LA, while some mentioning the usage of 
reusable fibreoptic scopes  for airway  management in COVID19
patients.  All  these  warrants  the  drain  of  Personal  Protective
E  uipment  (PPE ’ s),  labour   power  and  cost  burden.  In  the
absence  of  display  screen,  FOI  poses  a  great challenge to the
performing anaesthetist causing difficulty in visualizing the vocal 
cord and airway  anatomy  clearly through the eye piece. Despite
being  a  controversial  topic  for  discussion,  use  of  awake FOI
remains the only go for any COVID19 patient with DA needing
surgery.

Retrograde  intubation  (RI)  mostly  preferred  in  cases  where   a
patient    with   challenging   DA   needs    surgery   or   emergency

employs Seldinger’s technique  by  tracheal  needle  puncture  and
gives  some discomfort  to  the  patient. Recent  scenario  brings  a
controversy   regarding   the  laborious   FOI  usage  in  COVID19
patients  with  DA  needing   surgery.  RI  demands  comparatively
less labour and  expertise  than  FOI. By  providing  preprocedural
bilateral superior laryngeal block, transtracheal  block  with 1   -2    
lignocaine and  a  proper  nebulization  of  4   -10    lignocaine for
10-12  mins  cough   response  to  guidewire  insertion   could   be
effectively  attenuated. Since  many studies show that nebulization
as  a  source  of  aerosol spread, nebulization should be done  with 
immense  precautions  in  the  preoperative   COVID19  isolation
room and only  if  needed. If  epidural  catheter  is used as a guide 
wire,  mild   sedation   along  with  transtracheal   and  a  superior 
laryngeal  block  would  be  enough  with  local  infiltration  of LA
around   the   puncture   site,   there  by   avoiding   the   need   of 
nebulization or atomisation.

Moreover, RI  can  be  augmented  by  using  an  aerosol  box,  but
difficult  in  a  case  of  FOI, which re  uires proper positioning  of
the  insertion  cord.  Considering  DA  patients  with  poor   vitals,
RI  provides  a  comparatively  easy  environment  than  a  planned
FOI.  In  cases  where  airway  can’t  be  anaesthetized  easily,  with
an uncooperative, restless patient in hand, this techni  ue might be
helpful   for  the   anaesthetist   or   any   personnel  in   charge  of  
maintaining the airway.

So  retrograde intubation, if  considered  in  a  case  of  anticipated
difficult airway  can be  a  better alternative option to the laborious
fibreoptic intubation in COVID19 patients. If  proven successful it
can also  be  employed in patients with severe airway oedema where
chances of  failed  fibreoptic intubation are more, while waiting for
long term tracheostomy.
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